
Aligning compensation plans 
with bank profitability
BY JAY MESCHKE AND AMBER DUNCAN

A lignment of compensation with financial 
performance is accepted practice in 
business, yet, ironically, banks have 

been slow to adopt this metric. As much as 
banks analyze financial statements and the 
financial performance of customers, the 
industry tends to treat compensation in an 
archaic manner.    

This issue remains of high importance to bank 
directors and senior executives, according 
to the Bank Director’s 2015 Compensation 
Survey Report. The Report cited that tying 
compensation to performance was the top 
challenging topic for banks for 61 percent of 
respondents – ahead of retaining key people 
(45 percent) and compensation and benefits 
costs (39 percent). 

Often, community to mid-sized banks have relied upon the annual cost of living increase, a 
highly subjective bonus plan and possibly throwing stock at more valuable performers. If you 
are ready to fast-forward to a new era, the following observations and suggestions might be put 
to good use in your organization. 
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is advised to contact a professional prior to taking any action based upon this information. CBIZ assumes no liability whatsoever in 
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could affect the information contained herein. 

Revenue Producing Roles

For people in revenue producing roles, align 
compensation plans with goals associated to overall 
monetary contribution. It may take some time to 
design such a program, but banks would be wise to 
put in place scorecards that reward an employee for 
total monetary contribution, tempered by safety and 
soundness considerations. Plans would vary, of course, 
by service line – commercial or consumer loans, wealth 
management/trust, retail, etc. 

As an example, for commercial loan personnel, a set 
of metrics could include (1) an annual, agreed to net 
interest margin contribution from a loan portfolio, (2) an 
imputed “value” for deposit attraction, (3) fee income, (4) 
income from cross-selling other bank services, and (5) 
client retention percentages tempered by loan quality or 
credit risk components. 

Best practice suggests designing a consistent program, 
simple to understand and track, followed by creating the 
actual reward structures and monies related thereto. 
Stick with a few key metrics so that participants do not 
need to spend an inordinate amount of their time figuring 
payouts or how to “game the system.”  

As a regulated industry, it will be important to align 
compensation methodologies with sound incentive 
guidelines such as those as published by the Federal 
Reserve, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 
the Office of Thrift Supervision and the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (http://www.occ.treas.gov/
news-issuances/federal-register/75fr36395.pdf), and 
provisions required by Dodd Frank.

Management Personnel

For management personnel, including team leaders 
and the like, a different but similar program would be 
in order. Attempt to retain common alignment with 
line personnel whereby team monetary contribution is 
measured by rolling up of individual scorecards. However, 
add in rewards for desired management and supervisory 
performance metrics, such as employee retention. This 
way, everyone is rowing in the same direction.

Senior Leadership

For senior leadership, a more global view should be 
taken. Big picture objectives must be factored into the 

equation, including executing a strategic plan, ROA/ROE 
measures, avoiding or resolving regulatory issues, earn-
ings per share growth (if applicable), and potentially the 
establishment of succession planning initiatives. Such 
categories were mentioned in the Bank Director’s 2015 
Compensation Survey Report.  

Additional Considerations

Do not make the program a purely top-down process. 
During the design process of your incentive program, 
engage employees - department by department - where 
applicable, subject to confidentiality and hierarchical 
considerations. 

Use spot bonuses as a valuable tool for accomplishment 
of special projects or tied to effort “above and beyond the 
call of duty.” Such rewards are especially geared toward 
millennial employees who long for constant feedback and 
affirmation.

Equity awards and deferred compensation are good 
choices for retaining top performers. However, deferred 
compensation plans are not a popular tool, according 
to the Survey Report. If employed, consider tying 
deferred compensation plans with an employees’ life 
events (subject to 409A plan guidelines): (1) college 
education expenses for children, (2) long-term care for 
aging parents, and (3) retirement. In fact, executives 
responding to the Survey Report said that, in addition 
to a cash salary and bonus, what they want most is a 
retirement benefit, at 72 percent. Curiously, just half 
desire equity as part of own compensation programs. 

Needless to say, the era of the annual cost of living 
adjustment and subjective bonuses are a thing of the 
past. If you are still caught in this rut, it is time to  
change.  

If you have questions or comments, feel free to contact 
Jay Meschke, President of CBIZ Human Capital 
Services and EFL Associates, 816.945.5401.

(Continued from page 1)

AMBER DUNCAN
St. Louis, MO

JAY MESCHKE
Kansas City, MO
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BY JAKE MCDONALD AND REMONDE BRANGMAN

This is the first in a series of topics addressing regulatory 
compliance and related issues specific to the banking 
and financial services sector.  

In the past 30 years, the interconnectedness of 
financial systems worldwide has required both federal 
and international regulatory attention. The BASEL 

accords, Dodd-Frank and other regulatory actions 
present specific and far-ranging compliance requirements 
for banks, lately including such issues as consumer 
protection, executive pay, bank capital requirements and, 
of course, compliance and transparency.  

In this heightened and growing regulatory environment, 
a bank’s key to achieving a successful compliance 
examination lies with the development and organization-
wide implementation of a cohesive culture of compliance. 
The trusty handbook of standalone policies and 
procedures doesn’t stand up to the examiner audit these 
days. The focus on reputation, legal and compliance risk 
remains the same; however, particularly in the financial 
sector, regulators now look for a more holistic approach 
to compliance. This approach starts with a top-down, 
enterprise-wide perspective and ends with a robust 
testing, remediation and monitoring plan.

More Than a Plan, You Need a Program

Regulators expect a unified program of compliance, 
spanning all aspects of an organization’s structure and 
services offered, including staff training, procedures for 
remaining abreast of regulatory change and, importantly, 
engagement of senior management. Several key 
considerations will prove useful as you review or develop 
a program that both supports and reflects a culture of 
compliance.

n  Consider how you approach the broad subject of 
compliance. Is there a central authority over the 
compliance function with the necessary authority, 
training and resources to manage compliance across 
departmental lines?

n  Do you have a function in place to ensure full 
knowledge of the laws and regulations that affect 
your organization and to anticipate regulatory 
changes? (This function can be located either in legal 
or compliance.)

n  How quickly are changes incorporated into 
operational procedures?

n  Do you have training programs targeted specifically 
to staff involved in compliance functions?

Establishing an Effective Compliance Program

(Continued on page 4)
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n  Does your Board of Directors provide strong oversight 
of the compliance program and compliance audit 
function?

n  Do you have a dashboard or system that identifies 
and supports the management of compliance risk?

n  Do you have a dynamic schedule/tickler system for 
compliance requirements?

n  Do you have subject matter experts who can support 
your most complex regulatory needs and assist in 
the development of policies, procedures and training 
plans for compliance staff?

Program Content

If you had to submit your current compliance program 
to your primary regulators today, what would be 
their reaction? If your program includes written 
documentation of the following elements, reception 
should be positive.

n  Compliance risk assessment to guide development 
of a program that is appropriate in scope and 
suitable to the needs of your bank based on size, 
product offerings, office locations, staffing and other 
key markers.

n  Monitoring for compliance with all laws and 
regulations, including methods to perform internal 
audit of loan transactions, products and services, 
consumer protection, etc. 

n  Policies and procedures that are up-to-date, clearly 
define how your compliance policies are revised for 
new requirements and how those developments and 
changes are communicated to Management, the 
Board of Directors and the bank’s staff.

n  Procedures for documenting consumer complaints, 
i.e., how they are tracked and resolved.

n  Training scheduled to ensure up-to-date compliance 
on all regulatory requirements and offered to all 
levels of staff, including the Board of Directors.

Additional Considerations

Building out program segments as defined above will 
generate additional considerations that will determine 
your final product. 

n  Who (what individual, what staff level, what 
department) will be performing specific tasks?

n  Does staff have the proper background, skills and 
training to perform the required tasks? 

n  If using outside resources, how do you best blend 
internal staff with outside experts and systems? 

n  Which tasks can be automated and which should 
stay manual?  

n  What is essential to the plan and what is optional? 
n  What are the penalties and consequences for non-

compliance? 

Cost as a Key Consideration

While most would agree that dollars are more wisely 
spent on designing and implementing an appropriate 
compliance and risk program than on fines associated 
with regulatory missteps or noncompliance, banks may 
face pushback from stakeholders on surging compliance 
and regulatory costs. Perhaps the best way to manage 
costs is to develop a program that is appropriately sized 
and focused for the needs of your institution.  

The American Banking Association appears to suggest 
this customized approach in its position statement on  
regulation that urges policymakers to “move away from 
one-size-fits-all regulation to tailored regulation that  
corresponds to a bank’s charter, business model, geogra-
phy and risk profile.” A compliance program review that 
considers not only the regulator’s concerns but also  
continued suitability and optimum efficiency for your orga-
nization. It may return cost management benefits as well.  

Proactive Beats Reactive

Today’s regulators are focused on how organizations 
evaluate compliance risk across the enterprise. This 
starts with a plan that provides for comprehensive 
regulatory coverage and active, ongoing monitoring of 
compliance risks. 

Taking a proactive approach to your compliance program 
will return significant benefits. Beyond the safety and 
security of knowing you are in control of your compliance 
needs, the process of building a program that injects 
a compliance culture into the fabric of your enterprise 
can offer management fresh operational insights. The 
alternative, reactive approach puts control in the hands of 
others and leaves your bank’s reputation and operational 
stability at risk.  

Future articles in this series will discuss Program Execu-
tion and perhaps the most difficult stage of a successful 
compliance program, Program Maintenance. 

For questions or comments about the issues  
addressed in this article, please contact the authors, 
Jake McDonald, CBIZ Credit Risk Advisory Practice 
(610.862.2202), Remonde Brangman, CBIZ National 
Risk Advisory Practice (540.687.0406), or your local 
CBIZ advisor.

(Continued from page 3)
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BY TODD GORDON

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires businesses 
with 50 or more full-time equivalent employees to 
provide “affordable qualified health insurance” or 

pay fines. As most financial institutions will fall into this 
category, like other businesses, banks will have to comply 
with this mandate. Most such institutions historically have 
provided robust benefits, including health insurance to 
their employees, mitigating the regulatory impact of this 
mandate. However, providing a high-quality employee 
benefits program at an affordable price is a significant 
issue facing all businesses today, including those in the 
financial sector.

Implementation of and compliance with the ACA, along 
with rising costs of health insurance and health care 
delivery, present multiple challenges, especially for 
small- and medium-sized businesses (SMBs). Employers 
are in need of long-term solutions that will help them 
gain control over health care expense and lower their 
insurance costs, while at the same time engaging their 
employees to keep them happy, healthy and productive.

Alternate Funded (also known as Level Funded) programs 
combine the financial predictability of a fully insured plan 
along with the flexibility of a self-funded one. With this 
type of program, the business’ maximum self-funding cost 
for the plan year is determined up front. These monthly 
costs are based on the number of covered employees 
and dependents and cover all claims, premiums and 
fees. Over the course of the plan year, you only pay for 
the health care services the employees actually use. 
Additionally, protections are put in place in the event 
an individual or the group exceeds the overall expected 
claims. If the group’s overall claims and expenses for the 
plan year are less than expected, the company is eligible 
to receive a refund or credit. 

How Does Alternate Funding Work?

Alternate funded plans have three components:

1.  The business’ self-funded health plan
2. A third-party administration agreement
3. A stop-loss insurance policy

The health plan is a set of benefits the employer 
establishes to cover certain medical expenses of its 

“The United States faces unprecedented  
cyber security threats.” 

–TOM RIDGE, FORMER HOMELAND SECURITY SECRETARY

“Management and the Board . . . [must]  
hold business units accountable . . .”

–BOARD MANDATE PRESCRIBED BY THE FFIEC  
CYBERSECURITY ASSESSMENT TOOL, JUNE 2015

BY KRIS ST. MARTIN

C ybercrime is costing the global economy nearly half 
a trillion dollars a year, according to the insurer 
Allianz. The persistent threat of internet attacks is 

no longer simply an “IT” issue; it has become a business 
issue facing all industries, especially the Financial Services 
industry.  The American Bankers Association warns that as 
consumers and businesses rely more on electronic devices 
such as computers, tablets and smartphones to bank and 
shop online, vulnerabilities increase.  

Once largely considered an IT problem, the rise in 
frequency and sophistication of Cyber-attacks now 
requires a shift in thinking on the part of Bank CEOs that 
management of a Bank’s Cybersecurity Risk is ... a CEO 
and Board of Directors issue.1

Criminals are constantly searching for new ways to take 
money and data from banks and customers through fraud 
and cybersecurity vulnerabilities.  Chris Roach, Houston-
based Managing Director, National IT Practice Leader at 
CBIZ Risk & Advisory Services, recalled an incident where 
a hacker who was in a large association management 
company’s system monitoring user internet activity for 

Level Funded Benefits 
– One ACA Compliance 
Solution for SMBs

Cyber Risk – No Longer 
Simply an “IT” Issue

(Continued on page 6) (Continued on page 7)
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employees and their covered dependents. The self-
funded health plan benefits can be set up to look and feel 
like many of the traditional fully insured plans employees 
have had in the past

The third-party administration (TPA) agreement is the 
contract a business enters into for claims administration 
services. These services include claims processing, 
billing, reporting, enrollment, membership changes, 
materials fulfillment, customer services, etc. Additionally, 
using a TPA allows for simplified billing. One flat monthly 
payment covers claims fund contributions (the group’s 
claims are paid out of this fund), stop-loss insurance 
premium and administrative services fees. The payment 
amount will only change if a group’s enrollment or 
benefits change.

A stop-loss insurance policy protects the business from 
large, catastrophic claims incurred by an individual group 
member and the group as a whole. If an individual group 
member’s claims exceed a preselected level (specific 
limit), the stop-loss insurance covers the remaining 
portion of the member’s claims for the plan year. 

Aggregate stop-loss insurance protects against higher 
than expected claims by the group as a whole. The 
aggregate limit is calculated based on the group census 
and takes into account the number of members, their 
age, gender, etc. and is based on the total expected 
claims for the plan year for all group members. The 
aggregate limit is equal to the total contribution to the 
claims fund for the plan year. If the group’s overall claims 
exceed the aggregate limit, the stop-loss insurance 

LEVEL FUNDED BENEFITS (Continued from page 5) covers the remaining portion of the group’s claims for the 
remainder of the plan year. 

Shared Returns

One of the most unique features of alternate and level 
funded programs is that they offer complete protection 
on covered claims with the opportunity to receive cash 
back at the end of the plan year. If claims are lower than 
expected and there is a surplus in the claims fund at 
the end of the plan year, a portion of the surplus will be 
refunded to the plan.

Providing employees with a health care plan that delivers 
solid coverage at a cost-effective price is a top priority for 
many businesses. Alternate funded programs offer the 
predictable costs of a fully insured plan and the flexibility 
of a self-funded, administrative services only option and 
more, including:

n  Opportunity to lower health care costs by only paying 
for claims of your employee

n  Comprehensive medical plans with utilization and 
cost-containment resources

n  Reduced taxes by only paying premium taxes 
applicable to stop-loss premium

n  Share the benefits of a positive claims experience 
through refundable claims account surplus 

To learn more about alternate and level 
funding and how CBIZ can help you 
build a better health plan, contact  
Todd Gordon at 770.858.4801 or  
todd.gordon@cbiz.com.
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access to bank websites.  When a user responsible for 
bank transfers accessed the company’s bank account, 
the hacker intercepted the user name and password 
and within seconds transferred $300,000 to an 
overseas account.

Banks also bear risks for customer and vendor cyber 
weaknesses. Cyber crooks hacked into the email system 
of a construction company and ordered money transfers 
from its bank account. Over the period of five consecutive 
nights, $100,000 a night was taken out of the corporate 
checking account. When the bank refused to reimburse 
the company, the owner sued and finally won2 although 
it was somewhat of a hollow victory since legal costs ate 
up most of what the bank paid. For the bank, obviously, 
there’s the judgement and the legal fees to be paid. 
Nobody wins but the cyber crooks.  

What’s at stake? Regulatory compliance and fines, 
increased regulatory scrutiny, stakeholder concerns, 
liability, litigation, business interruption, risk to brand and 
reputation are top concerns. The cost of a data breach in 
dollars can be significant – averaging $3.79 million.3

From “Best” Practice to “Essential” Practice

Experts agree that cybersecurity – both prevention and 
protection measures – must be enmeshed in business 
processes. These should include both risk analysis 
through assessment and risk mitigation through the 
growing pool of cyber-focused insurance products and 
internal operational safeguards. 

At the 2015 Bank Holding Company Association Meeting, 
Don Musso, President and CEO of financial institutions 
management consulting firm, FinPro, pointed out that 
cybercrime is continuing to evolve. Banks must continue to 
keep up with cybersecurity. Industry professionals suggest:

n  Institute a cybersecurity culture, coming from the 
Board down, and integrate cybersecurity into your 
enterprise risk management (ERM) program.

n  Improve education and training across the 
organization. 

DIRECTORS & OFFICERS Y/N BANK BOND Y/N CYBER LIABILITY Y/N

1.  Coverage included for serving on 
Non Profit boards

33. Coverage for debit card losses 61.  Coverage if vendor loses bank 
customer data

2.  Can the carrier cancel the policy 
mid-term? 

34.  Safe Deposit includes both liability 
and loss of property

62.  Encryption required for off-site 
devices (laptops) to maintain 
coverage

3.  Insureds have the ability to pick their 
own attorney

35.  M & A – Policy continues unless 
acquisition is > 25%

63.  Coverage for loss of data either 
electronically or paper

4.  Includes Hammer clause that may 
force the Insureds to settle?

36.  $50,000 or more limit for claims 
expense

64.  Coverage for Website, Facebook, 
LinkedIn liability lawsuits

Sample of the CBIZ 100-point checklist against which policies can be reviewed.

n  Keep pace with cyber threats; banks must stay aware 
and inform employees of new threats.

n  Prioritize areas in order to allocate the appropriate 
resources to mitigate the largest risks. 

n  Perform simulations to improve responses. 
n  Determine if you have the proper skills and expertise 

on staff; if not, secure them through hire or consultancy.
n  Explore cybersecurity insurance. 
n  Evaluate whether employees should be permitted to 

use personal devices to connect to the network, as this 
may inadvertently open the Bank to additional risks. 

n  Utilize the Federal Financial Institutions Examination 
Council (FFEIC) assessment tool.

Insurance Requires That You Understand  
and Manage Your Risk

Traditional insurance can be based on hundreds of years of 
historical data; insurers can look back, see where the losses 
came from, and they price accordingly. The cyber market 
is still young and developing. Coverage may not even be 
offered unless protections and protocols are in place.  

Bank insurance policies (particularly Directors and 
Officers insurance and Cyber insurance) are not standard. 
Policy language and required procedures imbedded within 
the policy can expose an organization to under-insured or 
uninsured risk. A checklist like the sample below will help 
you review and assure proper coverage.  

Additional Resources

If this topic is of interest or within your sphere of 
responsibility, you will find relevant topics on our blog 
(search “cyber”). You may also find our Cybersecurity 
Quick Assessment and Sample Bank Insurance Review to 
be helpful. 

1Conference of State Bank Supervisors Cybersecurity 101 Resource Guide for Bank Executives.
2As cybercrime proliferates, so does demand for insurance against it, NPR, 11/12/15.
3IBM Global Technology Services – Special Report from Ponemon Institute, LLC – 2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis.

CYBER RISK (Continued from page 5)

If you have questions or comments, 
feel free to contact Kris St. Martin, 
VP and Bank Program Director, CBIZ 
Insurance Services, 763.549.2267.
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